
KEY MILESTONES FOR A SAMPLE LONG-TERM PROGRAMME

Group SLT Meeting 
Offsite

Red Leaf’s contribution included a keynote on high performance teams and a facilitated discussion around 
potential content for the client’s conference to be held later that year – creating buy-in at the SLT level.

Conference Content 
Design

Many of the SLT were involved in the delivery of content at the two-day conference held at multiple global 
locations. Red Leaf provided content design expertise and recommendations on integrating the various 
components to provide maximum impact and ROI.

Conference Facilitation
This conference included presentations from the CEO and members of the executive team as well as 
Red Leaf delivering a Mountain Climbing interactive documentary. Most participants felt that this 
approach delivered greater clarity around what was important and how the different teams could 
contribute to this.

Group SLT Meeting 
Design & Facilitation

Meetings with key stakeholders in the lead up to the late January offsite resulted in a successful 4-
day long meeting in the Blue Mountains. Red Leaf provided design and facilitation expertise and 
graphic recording services throughout. Outcomes included an initial Team Assessment Report on 
perceived SLT functioning, Peer-to-Peer Feedback and a Team Charter, as well as a series of SLT 
Must Win Battles (medium term priorities). In addition, we had some fun in the outdoors with both 
abseiling and canyoning exercises!

Design & Facilitation 
of Nature of Success 
“mini conference” 

The client and Red Leaf built an African-themed short mini conference agenda as a follow up to Feb 
conference. Elements included lion (teamwork) and elephant (deep relationships) presentations, as well 
real client case studies on customer interactions and a people-leader team plan module to be 
completed post event.  CEO and Red Leaf announced the mini-conference via a Zoom call to create some 
interest pre-roadshow. SLT and Red Leaf delivered 9 sessions in global locations in a 4 week period. 
Outcomes to date have included 150 intact teams throughout the organisation that have completed a 
simple but consistent team plan online.
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Facilitation of Leadership 
teams

Red Leaf designed and delivered short interventions for leaders in charge of specific divisions and their direct 
reports. Content included Team Assessment Reports, Teams Charters and Must Win Battles.
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